The Preferred Investment Bank for the Middle Market
CHILDS Advises CDI Corp. in its Acquisition of EdgeRock Technologies
Atlanta, GA – October 27, 2015 – – CHILDS Advisory Partners (“CHILDS”) served as the exclusive financial advisor to CDI Corp.
(NYSE: CDI) in its recent acquisition of EdgeRock Technologies, LLC (EdgeRock), a privately held, emerging leader in specialist IT
staffing. EdgeRock operates a national client platform with headquarters in Boston, MA and additional offices in Tampa, FL, and
Phoenix, AZ.
Founded in 2005, EdgeRock provides clients with crucial Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) talent needed to fully optimize the
value of their ERP technology investments. This acquisition provides CDI with a national platform for highly-skilled specialist IT
staffing with proven delivery capabilities and longstanding relationships with leading consultants to SAP, Oracle, and PeopleSoft
projects. In addition, EdgeRock has an expanding practice serving other specialized IT skill sets, including business intelligence
and data analytics.
EdgeRock will become a division of CDI and continue to operate under the EdgeRock Technology Partners brand name. The current
EdgeRock leadership team will continue to manage day-to-day operations of the business.
About CDI Corp.:
CDI Corp. (NYSE: CDI) provides client-focused engineering, information technology and staffing solutions.
Its customers operate in a variety of industries, ranging from Oil, Gas & Chemicals to Aerospace & Industrial
Equipment, and High Technology, and include corporate, federal, state and municipal entities. CDI serves
customers through offices and delivery centers in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. CDI also provides staffing
services through its global MRINetwork® of franchisees. Learn more about CDI at www.cdicorp.com.
About EdgeRock Technologies:
EdgeRock Technology Partners is a professional services firm that provides highly qualified,
independent SAP, Oracle, and PeopleSoft consultants to companies throughout the nation.
Founded in 2005, EdgeRock provides leading companies with the crucial expertise they need to
fully leverage the potential of their ERP technology investments. EdgeRock’s ERP focus enables it to develop lasting relationships
with leading consultants in these areas, giving EdgeRock’s clients unprecedented access to the highest qualified professionals in
the industry. EdgeRock’s unique approach of building lasting relationships offers the best of both worlds: the quality and
experience of a traditional consulting firm with the value and flexibility of a staff augmentation firm. Learn more about EdgeRock
at www.edgerock.com.
About CHILDS Advisory Partners:
CHILDS Advisory Partners provides exceptional investment banking services to highperforming business services and technology companies. Our unique combination of sector
focus, process excellence and strength of team allows us to achieve successful outcomes for
our clients. Collectively, our senior bankers have executed over 450 M&A and financing transactions. CHILDS is a member of
FINRA and SIPC and is a registered broker-dealer.
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